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We propose and design a tapered polarization splitter (PS) using the single polarization property of an
elliptical-hole core circular-hole holey fiber (EC-CHF). It is reported that a polarization splitting without
any crosstalk is enabled using the PS with EC-CHF. In this paper, we show that the mode coupling is
enhanced with a tapered PS structure and the fully waveguide separation at the input and output ends
can be simultaneously realized. We also propose a full-vectorial finite element beam propagation method
using coordinate transformation (CT-VFE-BPM) to efficiently analyze a waveguide whose structure varies
along the longitudinal direction. In this approach, computational accuracy and efficiency are greatly improved. © 2020 Optical Society of America
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/ao.XX.XXXXXX

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the rapid increase in communication traffic,
high-speed and large-capacity optical communication systems
are desired. In order to respond to this demand, high performance optical fibers and optical devices are widely studied. Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs)[1, 2], consisting of a periodical array
of air holes around the core region, also known as holey fibers
(HFs), have several unique properties that cannot be obtained
by the conventional optical fibers, such as flexible dispersion
control, high birefringence, high nonlinearity, endlessly single
mode transmission, and so on[3, 4]. Single polarization transmission is also one of these unique natures and several kinds of
single-polarization PCFs have been proposed[5–9]. Especially, a
holey fiber named elliptical-hole core circular-hole holey fiber
(EC-CHF), in which elliptical air holes are introduced in the core
region, can easily realize single polarization transmission by
breaking the structural symmetry[7–9].
A polarization division multiplexing (PDM) system is one of
the methods to enable large-capacity communication, and a polarization splitter (PS) which can separate an arbitrary polarized
light into two orthogonal polarizations is a key device for a PDM
system. Several PCF based PSs have been proposed so far[10–
15]. However, in all of these devices the extinction ratio has to be
carefully discussed because the crosstalk component causes undesired behavior in PDM systems. In 2014, Zhang et al. [16, 17]
proposed a PS using EC-CHFs with a device length of 630 µm,
for achieving the polarization separation without any crosstalk.

However, since the fibers are still in a coupled state at the input
and output ends for the PS in [16], it is necessary to separate
the each fiber at the input and output ends. To overcome this
problem, we consider a tapered structure of the PS, it is expected
that the mode coupling in the waist region can be enhanced and
the fully waveguide separation at the input and output ends
can be simultaneously realized. In our previous fundamental
study[17], equivalent step index fiber approximation method is
used to design a tapered PS with small hole EC-CHFs. However,
to enhance the birefringence of EC-CHFs, it is prefer to use large
air holes. To analyze large hole EC-CHFs, the equivalent step
index fiber approximation is not appropriate and an universality
design method with high accuracy should be considered.
The beam propagation method (BPM)[18] is widely used for
the analysis of optical waveguide devices whose structure slowly
varies along the longitudinal direction. Among several types of
BPMs, the finite element BPM (FE-BPM)[19, 20] is an effective
one to treat waveguide with a complex cross sectional geometry
using curved material boundaries, and then it is often employed
for analyzing optical devices based on PCFs. However, when
utilizing BPM analysis on a waveguide whose structure varies
along the longitudinal direction, there is a problem of accuracy
degradation due to the error caused by staircase approximation of the waveguide structure along the propagation direction.
Several proposals for BPM analysis based on coordinate transformation have been proposed to overcome this problem[21–23].
Furthermore, in the case of FE-BPM, accumulation of computational errors due to the interpolation of the electromagnetic field
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where k0 is the free space wavenumber, ∇ is a coordinate transformed nabla operator, and Φ, p and q are given by
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Then, dividing the ξη cross-section in Fig. 1(b) using the triangular edge/nodal hybrid curvilinear element, and formally
assuming light wave through this structure with the propagation
constant β, the electromagnetic field vector Φ in each element is
expressed as follows:

(b)

Fig. 1. 3-dimensional tapered optical waveguide. (a)(x, y, z)

coordinate system. (b)(ξ, η, ζ) coordinate system.
distribution also becomes a problem.
In this paper, we propose a full-vectorial FE-BPM using coordinate transformation (CT-VFE-BPM) to efficiently analyze a
waveguide whose structure varies along the longitudinal direction. First, the formulation of the CT-VFE-BPM is described in
detail. After that, a tapered PS is designed utilizing our proposed
CT-VFE-BPM. We also refer to the wavelength dependence and
structure tolerance simultaneously. Finally, the conclusions obtained in this study is stated.

2. FE-BPM USING COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION

Φ(ξ, η, ζ )

=

=

φ(ξ, η )exp(−jβζ )
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where {U }, {V } are the shape functions of the edge element,
{ N } is the shape function of the nodal element. At this time, the
rotation operator of the electromagnetic field vector Φ can be
expressed as follows:
f 0 ( ζ ) ∂ {V } T
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A. Coordinate Transformation

When FE-BPM analysis is applied to a waveguide whose structure varies along the longitudinal direction, not only the step
approximation of the device along its propagation direction, but
also the interpolation of the electromagnetic field at each propagation step accompanied by the finite element update, may
degrade the computational accuracy. Transform the original
device into a structure with no change along the propagation
direction, and then using the FE-BPM may effectively solve the
above problems.
We consider a tapered waveguide as shown in Fig. 1(a). A
coordinate transformation that transform the tapered waveguide into an equivalent linear waveguide as shown in Fig. 1(b)
is given as follows:


 x = ξ f (ζ )
(1)
y = η f (ζ ) .


z=ζ
The partial differential operator for each coordinate variable can
be expressed as:
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Substituting (4) and (5) into (3) and applying FEM based on
Galerkin method, the following equation can be obtained:

([K ] − jβ[ L] − β2 [ M]){φ} = {0}

(6)

where [K ],[ L] and [ M] are finite element matrices and are given
by
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where f (ζ ) is an approximate function to obtain an equivalent
linear waveguide in the (ξ, η, ζ ) coordinate system, and is defined in advance for each problem.

The details of the finite element matrix are described in APPENDIX A.

B. Formulation of Guided Mode Analysis

We assume that the light wave propagating in the ζ direction
has a propagation constant jk0 n0 . The electromagnetic field Φ is
divided into the slowly varying envelope amplitude φ and the
steady propagation term, and is expressed as follows:

C. Formulation of Beam Propagation Method

We consider a 3-dimensional optical waveguide as shown in
Fig. 1(b). The vectorial wave equation is given by the Maxwell’s
equation as follows:

∇ × ( p∇ × Φ) − k20 qΦ = 0,

(3)

Φ(ξ, η, ζ ) = φ(ξ, η, ζ )exp(− jk0 n0 ζ )

(7)
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Fig. 2. Structure of the proposed tapered PS. (a) Crosssectional view, (b) top view.
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where n0 is reference refractive index. Then, replacing − jβ with
− jk0 n0 + d/dζ in (6) and using the Fresnel approximation, the
basic equation for FE-BPM is obtained as follows:

([ L]

−
+

d{φ}
dζ
([K ] − jk0 n0 [ M]){φ} = {0}.

θ∆ζ ([K ]i − jk0 n0 [ L]i − k20 n20 [ M ]i )

(1 − θ )∆ζ ([K ]i − jk0 n0 [ L]i − k20 n20 [ M]i ),

A. Design of Cross-sectional Structure

2

[ B]i = ([ L]i

+
−
+

refractive index of each EC-CHFs.

the circular-hole core circular-hole holey fiber (CC-CHF). In our
design procedure, the hole sizes for each EC-CHF at the waist
region are firstly designed. The hole diameter of yEC-CHF is
determined as a reference waveguide, then, the hole diameters
of CC-CHF and xEC-CHF are designed respectively to meet the
phase matching condition with the yEC-CHF. Next, longitudinal taper structure is used so that the waveguide is sufficiently
separated at the input and output ends. The taper and waist
lengths are determined by maximizing the light coupling into
each single-polarization fiber. Finally, the wavelength dependence and structural tolerance of the designed tapered PS are
described in detail.

(8)

2
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−

Fig. 3. Waveguide reduction ratio dependence of effective

j2k0 n0 [ M])

Finally, applying the difference method based on the θ scheme
in the ζ direction, the sequential updating equation of FE-BPM
is given as:
[ A ] i + 1 { φ } i +1 = [ B ] i + 1 { φ } i ,
(9)

[ A]i = ([ L]i

(b)y-polarization.

2jk0 n0 [ M]i )
2jk0 n0 [ M]i )

where ∆ζ represents the step size along the ζ direction, the subscripts i and i + 1 represent the i-th and (i + 1)-th propagation
step, respectively. Employing this formulation, only once finite
element mesh generation at the incident port is required, and
the analysis of a waveguide whose structure varies along the
longitudinal direction can be performed only by calculating a
finite element matrix at each propagation step. The accuracy of
the proposed CT-VFE-BPM is briefly discussed in APPENDIX B.

3. DESIGN OF TAPERED PS
Here, a tapered PS based on the large-hole EC-CHF [17] is designed using the CT-VFE-BPM. Figure 2 shows the structure
of the tapered PS. A y-polarized EC-CHF (yEC-CHF) and an
x-polarized EC-CHF (xEC-CHF) are placed on both sides of

Fig. 2 (a) shows the cross-sectional geometry of the tapered PS using large-hole EC-CHFs. Structural parameters are determined
based on the values in [17]. The lattice pitch Λ is 1.24 µm, the major axis of the yEC-CHF dy1 = 0.9Λ, the ellipticity dy1 /dy2 = 2,
the air hole diameter in the cladding region dC = 0.65Λ, the
refractive indices of silica and air holes are n1 = 1.45 and n2 = 1,
respectively, and the operating wavelength is assumed to be
λ = 1.55 µm. Then, in order to sufficiently separate the waveguide at the input and output ends, the distance between two
adjacent cores is selected to be larger than that in [17]. The distance has a trade-off relationship between device length and
sufficient waveguide separation. If the distance is increased, the
coupling at the input and output ends can be almost eliminated.
However, if the distance is too large, the coupling at the waist
region will be weakened resulting in a long device length.
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x-pol.

lt as shown in Fig. 2(b) is employed. The waist length is lw
and the total device length is L = 2lt + lw . In this case, the
coordinate transformation relation between ( x, y, z)-coordinate
and transformed (ξ, η, ζ )-coordinate is given as follows:
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Fig. 4. Fundamental eigenmode field distributions. (Upper

row) Input and output ends and (Bottom row) waist region.
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Fig. 5. Taper length dependence of coupling efficiency. The
waist length is set to an optimum value.

The number of holes between each adjacent cores was set to
three in [17], however, the light coupling at the output end was
not negligible because the waveguide separation is not considered in [17]. Therefore, in this paper, the number of air holes
between the core is selected to be five to obtain sufficient waveguide separation at the input and output ends. In this paper, the
reduction ratio is defined as the ratio of the core diameters at
waist region and input/output end. Although a large reduction
ratio can shorten the overall device length, it also causes a weak
light confinement of the EC-CHF and results a large insertion
loss at the taper region. Therefore, the reduction ratio is set to
80% in this paper.
In order to operate this device as a PS, it is necessary to ensure
that the three EC-CHFs at the waist region meet the phase matching condition. The hole diameters of CC-CHF and xEC-CHF are
determined as dCC = 0.6099Λ and d x2 = 0.9146Λ, respectively.
Each core of this PS is designed to support only fundamental
mode. Figure 3 shows the effective refractive indices of each ECCHF as a function of reduction ratio. A slight phase mismatch is
observed at the input/output end because the air hole diameters in each core is determined considering the phase matching
condition at the waist region. Figure 4 shows the fundamental
eigenmode field distributions of the coupled system at the input
and output ends and the waist region. Although the eigenmodes
seems to lies in coupled state, the coupling length estimated from
the even and odd modes is sufficiently large compared with that
in the waist region.
B. Taper and Waist Lengths

Next, the taper and waist lengths have to be determined. In
this paper, the exponential taper shape with taper length of

in taper
.
in waist

(10)
Figure 5 shows the taper length dependence of the maximum
coupling efficiency for the x and y polarization modes. In this calculation, the waist length is set to an optimum value to achieve
the maximum power transition at the output end. Since the
taper angle is steep with a short taper length, the insertion loss
at the taper region becomes large. On the other hand, when the
taper length is long, since the influence of the slightly phase mismatched coupling at the tapered region is larger than the phase
matched coupling at the waist region, the power transition is
diminished.
The taper length with the highest maximum coupling efficiency for x and y polarizations is lt = 400 µm, and the waist
length is lw = 770 µm, and the propagation behavior simulated
by the CT-VFE-BPM in the PS with these structural parameters is shown in Fig. 6. We can see that the x-polarized wave
is coupled only to the xEC-CHF, and the y-polarized wave is
coupled only to the yEC-CHF. This results indicates that there
is essentially no polarization crosstalk because xEC-CHF and
yEC-CHF support only x- or y-polarized wave. The total transmission power of xEC-CHF and yEC-CHF at the output end
are 98.7% and 97.5%, respectively, and the insertion loss is only
about 2.5%, at wavelength of 1.55 µm. Thus, by designing each
structural parameters to an appropriate values, it is possible to
obtain a low-loss tapered polarization splitter realizing sufficient
waveguide separation at the input and output ends.
In this paper, only the waveguide separation, that is polarization separation, is discussed within this PS. If the output single
polarized wave is led to other types of fiber, the excess splice loss
may occur. It is reported that the coupling efficiency between a
large air hole EC-CHF and standard single mode fiber (SMF) is
about 97% when core radius of SMF is optimally selected[24].
C. Characteristics of Designed PS

Figure 7 shows the wavelength dependence of the coupling
efficiency of the designed PS. The bandwidth in which the coupling efficiency is greater than 90% is about 100 nm (1505 nm
to 1605 nm), in the C-band. Although this bandwidth seems to
be narrower than that of PS in [17], this is due to the influence
of the tapered region that does not satisfy the phase matching
condition. The PS in [17] is not designed considering waveguide
separation at input and output ends.
Next, we investigate the structural tolerance of the designed
PS. Since elliptical air holes are more difficult to be manufactured
than circular air holes, it is necessary to estimate the structural
tolerance. Here, the coupling efficiency degradation is investigated when a fabrication error occurs in the hole diameter of x
and yEC-CHFs. The coupling efficiencies as a function of the fabrication error are shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the insertion
loss is increased by relatively small deviation of the air hole size
in the core because the phase mismatching between each fiber is
increased. In this analysis, we consider that all the hole sizes in
the core except for the CC-CHF are deviated, because that is the
worst case. In the case of random deviation of the hole size, the
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Fig. 8. Structural tolerance of the designed PS.

phase mismatching is mitigated and the fabrication tolerance
may be a little bit improved. In any case, the crosstalk component is not coupled to the undesired EC-CHFs. In Fig. 8, we can
also see that the maximum coupling efficiency is obtained in the
negatively deviated structure compared with the designed one.
This is because the propagation constant matching condition is
considered only at the waist region, therefore, the propagation
constant matching condition is not necessarily satisfied except
for the waist region. In the taper region, the structure at waist
region is simply expanded and the phase constant has slightly
different dependence with the lattice pitch. In addition, propagating directions of both side EC-CHFs are slightly deviated
from the z-direction. This may slightly reduce the phase constant of EC-CHFs along the z-direction. If the reduction ratio is
further increased and the taper length can be shortened, there
is a possibility that a high-performance tapered PS with high
structural tolerance can be designed.
In the above discussion, we consider the major axes of the
elliptical air holes are oriented along x- or y-direction. Although
crosstalk does not occur in the ideal structure[16], a crosstalk
may occur if a fabrication error occurs. In the case that the
orientation angle of all the elliptical air holes is deviated from the
ideal direction (x- or y-direction), it is considered that a crosstalk
occurs almost proportion to sin2 θ when all the elliptical air holes
rotate by θ from the ideal direction. The crosstalk is less than
−30 dB if θ is less than 1.7◦ . However, the crosstalk increases up
to about −20 dB if θ is 5◦ .

waveguide separation at input and output end. It was also
shown that a device can be efficiently designed using the CTVFE-BPM. In addition, we investigated the transmission characteristics of the designed PS in detail and indicated that it can
operate in wide wavelength band. We do not have any fabrication and measurement environment for PCF in our laboratory.
Then, we could not show the experimental results. We think
the experimental verification is our next issue. In addition,
PS will be designed using a practical PCF with high structural
tolerance, and the CT-VFE-BPM will be improved to apply to
any longitudinal structural variation.
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APPENDIX A: FINITE ELEMENT MATRIX AFTER COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION
The finite element matrix formulated in Section II is described
in detail. [K], [L], [M] are given as follows:

[K ]

=

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the tapered PS based on the single-polarized
EC-CHF is designed considering a practical application of the

[ M]

=



[Ktt ]

[0]





[0]

[0]



[ Mtt ]

[ Mtζ ]



[ Mζt ]

[ Mζζ ]
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.
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,
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APPENDIX B: COMPARISON OF VFE-BPM AND CT-VFEBPM
In order to show the effectiveness of CT-VFE-BPM, we compare
the results of CT-VFE-BPM and the conventional VFE-BPM[25].
In this discussion, we employ the directional coupler consists of
equivalent step index (SI) fibers of EC-CHFs. The designed PS
with EC-CHFs is difficult to be solved by conventional VFE-BPM
because of the accumulation of interpolation errors caused by
finite element mesh update process at each propagation step
which is required when the cross-sectional geometry is changed
in longitudinally varying waveguides. This accumulated error is
possible to increase when propagation step size ∆z is reduced to

z

x

w0

w1

d0
w0
d0
w0

d1
lt

lw

lt

L
(b)

Fig. 9. Structure of the directional coupler with equivalent SI

fibers. (a) Cross-sectional view, (b) top view.
improve a computational accuracy along the z-direction because
the number of mesh update process increases. So, we employ
simpler numerical simulation model in this discussion.
We consider a tapered directional coupler with equivalent SI
fibers as shown in Fig. 9. Here, we assume the taper shape is
linear in order to simplify the problem for the conventional VFEBPM analysis. The coordinate transformation relation between
( x, y, z)-coordinate and transformed (ξ, η, ζ )-coordinate is given
as follows:



L
2 ( w0 − w1 )
L


−ζ −
+ 1 in taper
w0 L
2
2
. (11)
f (ζ ) =

 w1
in waist
w0
The structural parameters are set to be lt = 400 µm, lw = 810 µm,
w0 = 3.72 µm, and d0 = 6.2 µm, the refractive indices are set
to be nCC = ny = 1.3253, n x = 1.2955, nclad = 1.3059, and the
reduction ratio is set to be 80%. Then, the fundamental Ey mode
with a wavelength λ = 1.55 µm is launched into the center SI
fiber.
Figure 10 shows the convergence behavior of the calculated
coupling efficiency with respect to a degree of freedom (DOF) in
FEM used for discretizing transverse direction when ∆z = 5 µm.
The convergence behavior for the longitudinal discretization
is also shown by red line for CT-VFE-BPM with DOF of about
2.0 × 105 . Although the result by the conventional VFE-BPM
does not sufficiently converged, we can see that the results by
VFE-BPM is approaching to that by CT-VFE-BPM. In addition, it
has been reported that power is not rigorously conserved in the
conventional BPM analysis when waveguide structure varies
in the longitudinal direction [26]. There is also a possibility
that the accuracy is degraded due to the accumulation of interpolation errors at each propagation steps. To obtain sufficient
convergence of the solution in VFE-BPM analysis, considerable
unknown variables are required. On the other hand, we can see
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Fig. 10. Calculated coupling efficiency of PS with equivalent SI
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22.

that CT-VFE-BPM can obtain more accurate result with fewer
unknown variables. Numerical results are in good convergence
using this degree of discretization both in transverse and longitudinal direction. The validity of the numerical simulation with
coordinate transformation is also demonstrated in the case of
scalar approximated analysis in [27].
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